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(i) ICAM:Fhase 1 

FOREWORD 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the Departmental management of 

Contribution Arrangements have been guestioned repeatedly over the last 

year. In response, we in the Ontario Region have initiated a process, 
named Improving Contribution Arrangements Management (ICAM), to identify 

management problems and recommend practical solutions. This is the first 
ICAM report. It reports the findings and recommendations of the 

ICAM:Phase 1 study. 

Efficiency is the subject of ICAM:Phase 1. The study investigates the 

current approval process tor Contribution Arrangements and recommends 

that a new processing system be tested in 1983/84 for adoption in 

1984/85. A decision will be reached once senior Ontario managers 

(District and Region) have had a reasonable opportunity to respond to 

this report. 

Effectiveness will be the subject of ICAM:Phase 2. The terms of 

reference (not yet written) will address the need to develop a set of 
uniform management practices that can be set out in a field manual for 
1994/85. These practices will enable Bands and Districts to readily 

identify the advice and support mechanisms which are to be provided by 

Districts to Bands, and the monitoring and control steps to be exercised 
whenever a Contribution Arrangement has been agreed to by the two parties. 

June 27 1983 Director Operations 
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CHAPTER 1 

SYNOPSIS 

Contribution Arrangements are an important feature in the management of 

the Iniian Program for they set the terms and conditions by Which Indians 

(usually Bands) will administer fully half of the funds appropriated by 

Parliament to the Minister. There are a number of difficult problems 

with Contribution Arrangements including their wording and format, the 

question of program ownership and the question of responsibility when 
deficits or insolvencies arise, but a particularly annoying problem, at 

least in the Oitario Region, is the very lengthy internal processing time 

between the initial request and the first cheque. This latter problem is 

the subject of this report. 

In 1982, this latter problem surfaced as an escalating irritant to senior 

regional management who viewed it in terms of waste (time and money), 
frustration and confrontation (internal and external). The need for 

action was obvious: the action needed was not. Accordingly, in 1983, 
Ontario initiated a multi-phased approach entitled Improving Contribution 

Arrangements Management (ICAM), beginning with a study entitled The 

Timely Processing of Contribution Arrangements. This report concludes 

that first stage study now known as ICAM:Fhase 1. 

The main objective set for ICAM:Phase 1 was to identify a more efficient 

way to process Contribution Arrangements. This objective was to be met 

by analysing a random sample of approved 1982/83 Contribution 
Arrangements using questionnaire, flow charting and critical path 
techniques. The results will affect virtually all managers in the 

Ontario Region, if the recommendations of the study are adopted. 

The study concentrated 

first on determining the 

processing time under the 
current system. It turned 

out to be longer than ex- 

pected. It takes one to 

four months from date of 

request to date of cheque 

(80% of the sample - see 

GRAPH I ). Looked at in 

another way it takes on 

average 46, 54 or 84 wor- 

king days, depending on 

who (District, Region, or 
HQ) has the authority to A^icoe.t>iM€r\ ~ro CHEQUE ToArrEk 

approve. WORKING-, WORKING, MONTH'S Asootj 
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The study predictably found that we use too many forms, take too may 

photocopies and keep too may varieties of "black books". It unexpectedly 
found that we maintain uncoordianted filing systems, that "hand-deli- 

vering" usually slows the process and that transaction dates are often 
missing or unreliable, including the DSS dates on cheques and cheque 

registers. Most critically the study found that there is no regular 
reporting to management: of the status of Contribution Arrangements; of 

the commitment of funds before approval; or of significant factors 
related to each Arrangement. 

JACKET/WHEEL 

SYSTEM 

Vvmrre 

scuecr 
HeviB-a 

WIVT 

OlMU- 
UCTME 

LOCAL 

RGCqlOM u_s,e 

"DCT C ov pro^aMA') 
-Ço-v . 

In order to correct these 

deficiencies, the study is 

recommending the JACKET/WHEEL 

system pictured at left where 

the original documents remain in 

the white jacket and only one 
copy is taken - for the buff 

jacket. Each Arrangement would 
be assigned a unique number. 

The benefits of the JACKET/WHEEL 
system include: 

(a) a 50% time saving; 

(b) a 90% forms reduction; 

(c) elimination of a quarter 
million photocopies; 

(d) reconciliation of dates; 
and 

(e) weekly reporting to 

management. 

If management adopts this system it should do so for 1984/35 

Arrangements, not earlier. Implementation will be most successful if 

management: 

(a) tests the system with live data; 

(b) discusses the system fully with HQ; and, 
(c) has Forms Management complete the forms design. 

Taking these steps will also allow time to prepare the desired simple 
informative booklet (for general distribution): with a checklist to 

identify the steps; with a chart to capture the flow; and with a 
relatively short text to tie the two together. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology designed for this study consisted of a concurrent 

two-part information-gathering step followed by a single-part analysis 

step. Flow-charting, with its attendant interviewing and 
forms-collecting, was one part of the information-gathering. Completing 

a questionnaire for selected Arrangements, by reviewing a variety of 

files, was the other part. The analysis step applied graphic, numeric 
and logic techniques to the information from the flow charts and 

questionnaires. 

The study work began in late February by designing the questionnaire (see 

next paragraph) follcwed by selecting a sample of Contribution 

Arrangments (see last paragraph). Next each District or Agency was 

visited for interviewing, forms-collecting and partial questionnaire 

completion. The information from these visits was returned to Regional 

Office where it was checked and reviewed in late March and added to and 

completed in April. Analysis took place in May, including two 

verbal/slide presentations to elicit senior manager feedback. 

The design of the questionnaire served two purposes. The first was to 

identify the time taken (in working days) at each stage of the process 

for any selected Arrangement. The second was to identify the average 

time taken for all selected Arrangements in a variety of groupings. A 

blank questionnaire is displayed for information in APPENDIX A. 

A sample of 160 Arrangements was selected using random tables to 

represent 5% of all 1982/83 Contribution Arrangements approved by March 

1, 1983. To facilitate the selection process, Finance staff provided a 

computer print-out of approved Arrangements from which the selection was 

made. This print-out listed each component of consolidated Arrangements 
and each single Arrangement. The population thus was 3200 items, each of 

which had an equal chance of being selected. Rejected Arrangements or 

Arrangements approved in March 1983 were not included in the print-out. 

During the analysis stage the sample was reduced from 160 to 137 

Arrangements to purge it of 12 items where the cheque was prepared before 

the Arrangement was approved and 11 items with unusual delays. All 

findings in this report are based on the sample of 137. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CURRENT APPROVAL PROCESS 

Contribution Arrangements are formal agreements between the Crown and 

Indians which describe the circumstances under which the Crown will pay 

for certain things which the Indians will do. The Arrangements can be 

prepared, in a wide variety of formats, by either or both parties. They 

are drafted after a number of meetings and discussions and are then 

subjected to two approval processes before actual payment is received by 

the Indians. It is these two approval processes which will be dealt with 

in this chapter. 

The first approval process concentrates on the content of the draft 

Arrangement, usually by completing some sort of checklist or 

questionnaire. Some examples of typical questions are: 

(a) Is this an approved service?; 

(b) Is the duration acceptable?; 

(c) Is the cost acceptable and sufficiently detailed?; 
(d) Are the advances within Treasury Board limits?; 

(e) Is an audit properly provided for?; 

The end result of successfully passing through this process is an 

approved Arrangement signed and dated by both parties. 

The second approval process concentrates on the performance of the two 

parties, usually by applying system checks to the release of funds (i.e. 

- automatic rejection when the prior step is missing). The performance 
required of the Crown is to allott an appropriate budget to the right 

manager and then to commit an adequate portion to cover the amount(s) 
agreed to in the Arrangement. The performance required of the Indians is 

to account for each advance before the next and to carry out the 

service(s) agreed to in the Arrangement. The end result of successfully 

passing through this process is a Government of Canada cheque payable to 

the recipient. 

Although both approval processes take place, at least to some degree, in 

all offices in the Region, the specific local procedures vary quite 
considerably: steps taken in one District are omitted in another; forms 

used in one are only partially used in another and then in a different 

format; responsibility assigned to an officer in one District is assigned 

to a secretary in another; and so on. In fact, the study found what 
appear to be 30 different approval processes utilizing at least 90 unique 

forms. This lack of standardization contributes to the confusion and 

eventual confrontation which senior regional management would like to 

avoid. 
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Originally it was intended at this point to display flow charts of each 

local process so that the best features could be extracted and organized 

into an improved process. This intention was brought into question for 

many reasons including the technical ability to read flow charts; the 

sheer number of pages required; and the fact that the analysis was 
pointing in a direction which made comparision of the current processes 

superfluous - that is, to the whole new JACKET/WHEEL system to be 
discussed in the next chapter. Accordingly, the idea of displaying each 

current local process was no longer entertained and the 25% of flow- 

charts which were drawn are not presented in this report. 

The findings about the current processes are presented next, beginning 

with the time it takes for a Contribution Arrangement to result in the 

first cheque, a time which is longer than was expected. It takes, on 

average, 52 working days, or nearly three months from the date of the BCR 

to the date of the first cheque. And it makes little difference whether 
the District Manager (46 days) approves it or the Director General (54 

days) approves it: when the Arrangement approval is faster, the cheque 
approval is slower, and vice versa. This can be seen in TABLE 1. In 

TABLE 2 the average time an Arrangement spends in Regional Office is seen 

to be 50% greater than in District Office. 

TABLE 1 

DESCRIPTION 

OF SELECTED 
CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

62 DISTRICT-APPVD 

68 REGION-APPRCVD 
7 HQ/TB-APPRCVED 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS FROM: 

REQUEST TO 
ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL 

18 

30 
69 

27 

ARRANGEMENT 
APPROVAL TO 

FIRST CHEQUE 

28 

24 

15 

25 

REQUEST 
TO FIRST 

CHEQUE 

46 

54 

84 

52 

TABLE 2 

DESCRIPTION 
OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

62 DISTRICT-APPVD 

68 REGICN-APPRCVD 

7 F ÎQ / TB-APPROVED 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
IN 

DISTRICT 
OFFICE 

17 

14 

14 

15 

IN 

REGIONAL 

OFFICE 

15 

25 

30 

22 

IN ANY 

OTHER 

LOCATION 

14 

15 

40 

15 

TOTAL 

46 

54 

84 

52 

Another way to view the average time is by displaying it in a form of 

critical path chart. Three "average" Arrangements have been plotted on 
CHART 1, 2 and 3, mainly to give the reader a feel for the flow of the 

approval processes. Note that the dotted arrow line represents the 

working day when a requisition could have been raised. Compare this with 

the final "X" on the "REQ'N" line which represents the day it was 

prepared - on average over two weeks later. 
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CHART 1 

AVERAGE 

OF ALL 62 
SELECTED 

DISTRICT 

APPROVED 

CONTRI- 
BUTION 

ARRANGE- 

MENTS 

CHART 2 

AVERAGE 

OF ALL 68 
SELECTED 

REGIONLY- 
APPROVED 

CONTRI- 

BUTION 

ARRANGE- 

MENTS 

CHART 3 

AVERAGE 

OF ALL 7 

SELECTED 

HEADQTRS 

APPROVED 

CONTRI- 
BUTION 

ARRANGE- 

MENTS 
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The final way chosen to view the average time is to use TABLE 3 to 

identify "streamlining points". These points were key consideration in 

developing the JACKET/WHEEL system. But first an explanation of the 
table. 

TABLE 3 divides the 137 Arrangements into six groups? those which took 

only one working month (21 working days) to get processed, through to 

those which took six months. In each group the average time is 

subdivided into the categories used in CHART 1, 2 and 3, that is, mail 

time, District logging time, Region logging time, etc. through to the DSS 

time to produce the cheque. By comparing the categories of one group 
with the categories of another, five streamlining points were indentified 

in TABLE 3 with an asterisk (*) 

When the 55 two-month Arrangements were compared with the 9 one-month 

Arrangements, some components, such as the five-day time for the 

Superintendent recommendation, were seen to be both constant and 

reasonable. Other components, such as Regional logging, were seen to be 
both increasing (2 days to 5 days) and questionable. Thus Regional 

logging was identified as a "streamlining point", meaning that if it 
could be quickened to "same-day logging" instead of "same-week logging", 

a week would be saved on every Arrangement, on average. The other four 

streamlining points can be seen in TABLE 3 as: the 6 days for Regional 

Finance to process a cheque requisition (should be 2 days); the 13 days 

to get the Superintendent recommendation (should be 5 days); the 3 days 
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to prepare a cheque requisition (should be "same-day"); and, the 17 days 
to get the Regional program or Director to make a recommendation on each 
Arrangement (should be on an exception basis and limited to 2 days). The 
JACKET/WHEEL system is designed to encourage such improvements and result 

in an estimated 50% time saving. 

One group of study findings was quite predictable, for example: too many 

forms (90), too many photocopies (300,000) and too many varieties of 

"black books" (21). Of these three findings, the photocoping was the 
most dramatic. Curing the information-gathering stage, the question 

often arose, "Why does so-and-so send me so many copies? I just throw 

them out!" Or copies were often made "...because I might need them 
later..." or to simply have one "...on nr£ file". Too often the Central 

Registry files contain multiple copies of the same Arrangement: some 
identical; some at various stages of signing; some amended; some on the 

wrong file. This encourages staff to take more photocopies to create 

their own files. The "black books" range from minimal to partial to 

elaborate. While no one expects "black books" to cease, the "partial" 
variety were most curious as considerable time is spent during the year 

to maintain incomplete information: the amounts are never reconciled and 
unexplained year-end balances are ignored. The "partial" variety should 

be discarded. The forms, photocopying and remaining "black books" should 

be standardized. 

The problem identified by the above group of findings is that the 

employee had to develop local procedures with little central direction; 
the result, of course, being uncoordinated systems. The problem 

identified by the next group of findings is almost the reverse: the 

employee knows how the system is supposed to work but just ignores it in 

favour of "doing his/her own thing". This next group includes multiple 
filing systems, unreliable dates and "hand-delivering". The multiple 

filing systems were found to exist, not only between sections of an 

office, but at times, within the same section. This practice increases 

the chances of mis-filing, or in many cases, of non-filing. Particularly 
annoying, in this group, is the misdating or non-dating of documents. 

This appears to occur as a result of laziness or possibly, at times, 
intent to avoid embarassment. This practice makes it most difficult to 

trace any Arrangement when problems arise. The most surprising finding 

in this group was that '"hand-delivering" seems to result in a longer, 

rather than a shorter process. This occurs, it seems, because the item 
gets out of sequence and ignored until finally it is once again 

discovered - by which time it needs to be hand-delivered again in an 

attempt to catch up. 

The last group of findings about the current process is that there is no 

reporting back to management about Contribution Arrangements, other than 

complaints, that is. This is certainly the most critical finding since 

without any formal reporting there can be no follow-up. Without 

follow-up there is no control. Without control, of course, there is no 

management or direction possible. Simple tasks such as assessing staff 

workloads or identifying a mishandling become impossible. Important 

features, such as the Director General knowing whether the budget is 

available and committed or that all check points have been covered, are 

not explicitly identified. The next chapter offers a way to correct 
these deficiencies. 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECOMMENDED 
JACKET/WHEEL SYSTEM 

The conclusion and recommendation of this study is that the variety of 

current approval processes be replaced by one standard system, the 

JACKET/WHEEL system pictured at right, in time to process all 1984/85 

Contribution Arrangements. This system has been designed to be simple, 

without discarding any information gathered by the current processes, and 

to be faster, without losing any control points. In fact it should 

provide better control and better distinction between the two main 

approval processes discussed in the last chapter. The purpose of this 
chapter is to describe the new system in a general way, with detailed 

examples presented in the appendices. 

Before beginning, it should be noted that the JACKET/WHEEL forms have 

intentionally been left at a rough draft stage. The system should first 

be tested against live data, covering a representative sample of 1983/84 

Contribution Arrangements from all Districts and Regional programs. 

After the test the forms can be finalized by the Forms Management unit at 

Headquarters, and properly numbered and catalogued before printing. Such 

a test would likely take eight to ten weeks. 

The JACKET/WHEEL system uses two primary, four secondary and eight 

tertiary forms. The two primary forms are the White and the buff 

jackets. They are pictured at right with the four secondary forms 

(including the wheel). The eight tertiary forms will not be discussed in 

this report, only mentioned. They belong, in fact, to other systems and 

are: BCR, batch header, four batch logs, commitment certificate and 
cheque requisition. The forms which will be discussed are the six at 
right. 

The white jacket is a travelling file folder which would contain the 

original documents at all times. It would begin in the District (or 
Regional program, in some cases) and travel between staff and offices 

(including B2) gathering signatures for a variety of purposes ending with 

the approving signature on the Arrangement. At that point the white 

jacket would no longer travel, but be filed numerically in Regional 

Finance (Accounting Operations) according to the unique number assigned 

from the wheel. The secondary Select Review List, Cumulative Register 

and wheel support the white jacket. Together they accommodate the first 

process discussed in the last chapter: approving Arrangements. 

The buff jacket is a stationary file folder which would contain the only 

photocopy of the Arrangement. It would be maintained by the 

administrative officer responsible to raise cheque requisitions for that 

Arrangement. It would be filed according to local practice, but display 

the unique number for quick reference to the white jacket. The secondary 

Local Record supports the buff jacket. Together they accommodate the 
second process discussed in the last chapter: approving advances. 
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JACKET/WHEEL SYSTEM 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGE MC NI 

MUCtMVIM» LUT 
[ il*tf [>f mvifiAN 

H=i=r- 

i  

iqc: 
==£ 

r.j 

:id 

SELBcrr 
Keview 

CJüMULM'IOG 

”?EE,\STee 

UJNIT6 

JACKET 

'BoTP 

j AcKt=. r 

LocAt_ 
Gjscj&cJk 

> 

J ■ 

REGION 

These forms would be used for Regional 

Office purposes. The white jacket 

would contain all original documents 

for an Arrangement and be filed in 

Regional Finance according to a unique 

number f ran the wheel. These forms 

facilitate the approval of the 

Arrangement process. 

DISTRICT 

These forms would be used for District Office (or 

Regional program, in some cases) purposes. The 
white jacket would originate here, then travel to 

the Regional Office. The buff jacket would 

remain and contain the only photocopy of the 

Arrangement. It would be filed with the 
administrative officer according to local 

practice. These forms facilitate the approval of 
the advances process. 
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Management will monitor the movement of white jackets with two simple (20 

minutes to prepare) weekly reports — one to the Director of Cperatiens 

and one to the District Manager (or regional program manager in some 

cases). These weekly reports will be prepared by counting — buff 

jackets, for the District report; and active wheel cards for the Region 

report. Each report would record the number of Arrangements-in-process 

which are: one week old; two weeks old; older; and the total. The 
report would list each "older" Arrangement and the RCM in possession. In 

other words, the JACKET/WHEEL system would allow two weeks processing 

time at District and another two weeks at Region before the Arrangement 

would be specifically identified to management for follow-up. 

The white jacket will serve as a permanent record of the process involved 

in approving an Arrangement. On the inside cover, the RCM with the 

budget will identify the approved Services, identify the amount of budget 

committed and recommend approval. On the face of the jacket, each staff 

member who handles the jacket, including the RCM, will indicate why and 

for how long, with the total number of working days being reconciled to 

the time from the date of the request to the date of Arrangement approval. 

The buff jacket, meanwhile, will serve as a monitoring tool until the 

Arrangement is approved. Afterwards, it will serve as a permanent record 

of the process involved in making payments or advances against the 
Arrangement. The face of the buff jacket will identify: all 

cross-referenced files; all expenditure reports Which have been received 

and reviewed by the BFA; and all requisitions of funds processed by the 

administrative officer. In theory, the administrative officer would not 

process the next requisition until the previous expenditure report had 

been received and reviewed by the BFA. This would apply to all types of 

Arrangements, including those with Bands, individuals, associations, 

corporations and governments. 

The wheel and its cards would be used exclusively by the CA Controller in 

Regional Office to assign a unique number to each Arrangement and to 
monitor the white jackets circulating in the Regional Office. The CA 

Controller would guide Arrangements through Region as quickly as possible 

by delivering and retrieving white jackets and by using the wheel to 

know, at all times, the location of every white jacket circulating in 
Region. 

White jackets received in Region would be sent directly to the CA 

Controller for numbering and routing through Regional Office. The 

purpose of the Select Review List would be to add a program review of 

selected recipients and/or Services. The CA Contrôler would check the 

List before routing the jacket. All jackets, however, would be routed to 

Band Financial Management for recording in the Cumulative Register. This 

will ensure that authority limits are not accidentally exceeded, and that 

the annual audit and Audit Review Committee deliberations are not over 

looked. 

The final component of the JACKET/WHEEL system is the Local Record. It 

represents a standardization of the various "black books" in current use 

in Ontario Region. It is designed to allow the administrative officers 

to record figures once, rather than more than once, and to ease the 

analysis of particular expenditures and budgets. As well, if this 

standard format is compatible with the information needs of the various 

offices, communication will be easier whether is is manual or electronic. 
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In conclusion, should management decide to adopt the recommendations of 

this ICM:Phase 1 final report, then the following implementation shedule 

is recommended for 1983: 

Aug. & Sept. - Testing system against live 1983/84 data, discussing 
with interested HQ staff and making necessary 

adjustments as a result of those tests and adjustments. 

October - Final design of forms by HQ Forms Management unit and 

preparation of explanatory booklet. 

November - Printing of forms and booklets and contingency time 

for unexpected delays. 

December - Distribution of forms and booklets and formal adoption 

for all 1984/85 Contribution Arrangements, which may 

begin to be negotiated as early as January 1984. 
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APPENDIX A 

QUESTIONNAIRE AND RESULTS 

The original sample of 160 Arrangements from fiscal 1982/83 was made, as 

set out in Chapter 2, by selecting Arrangements from the total Regional 

population of 3200 items. No attempt was made to weight the sample to 
ensure that every District had an Arrangement picked. It was considered 

unnecessary, since each picked Arrangement represented all similar 

Arrangements from any District. In other words, each District is 
represented in the sample of 160, even if technically no Arrangement was 

actually picked from that District. The selected items by District were: 

401 9 

411 35 

471 17 

476 28 

478 5 

479 

481 

485 15 

486 7 

487 21 

489 7 

49.' 5 

494 LL 

TOTAL 160 

On the next pages are displayed the front and back of the original 

questionnaire and an expanation of its purposes. Following those pages 

are tables which display the results of the questionnaires from different 
perspectives. Any reader wishing more detailed results should contact 

the Regional Management Consultant. 
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FRONT SIDE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (blank) 

ICAM: PHASE I 

FLOW PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE 

SELECTED CONTRIBUTION 

RECIPIENT:   BCR NO. 

PURPOSE:   AMOUNT 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES 

What type is it? 

What purpose does it have? 

Cumulative amount? 

How many changes on it? 

1. single 
2. consolidated 
3^ comprehensive 
1. Annual 0 & M 
2. O f. fl Project 
3. Capital Project 

'1. •<S5Ô'),00(ï 
?. between 
3. >-$2,000,000 

-f 

1. none 
2. few & minor 
3. many or major  

What is the first digit of the "function'' code? 

How many times was it returned from a higher 
to a lower level for additional information? 

Were all 10( ) expenditure 
reports received on time? 

Were all 10( ) contribution 
cheques processed on time? 

1 x 
2 x 
3 x 

on time 
late 
not rec'd 

1 x 
+ 2 x 
+ 3 x 

on time 
late 
not sent 

COMMENTS 

The front side of the questionnaire was designed to identify the selected 

Arrangement and record certain significant features about it by a code, 

for example a "2" in the "A" box would indicate a "consolidated" 

Arrangement, to allow for easy manual collating of the questionnaires. 

When all questionnaires of a like code were collated, then the average 

processing times for that group could be easily determined by reference to 

the backside of the questionnaire. As the work of the study progressed, 
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FRONT SIDE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (marked) 

ICAM: PHASE I 

SELECTED CONTRIBUTE 

RECIPIENT:   

PURPOSE: 

FLOW PROCESS QUESTIONNAIRE 

CFtexrr *9)06) _ 

frto Alb 
^ nrv Mn BCR NO. 

AMOUNT 

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES 

T: single 
2. consolidated 
3. comprehensive 

What type is it? A 

A What purpose does it have? 
1. Annual O t M 
2. 0 & M Project 
3. Capital Project 

Cumulative amount? 
T. -C$500,000 
2. between 
3. >-$2,000,000 

How many changes on it? 
1. none 
2. few & minor 
3. many or major 

A What is the first digit of the "function" code? 

How many times was it returned from a higher 
to a lower level for additional information? 

~nr 
2 x 
3 x 

N 

Were all 10( ) expenditure 
reports received on time? 

on time 
late 
not rec'd 

N 
Were all 10{ ) contribution 
cheques processed on time? 

1 x 
+ 2 x 
+ 3 x 

on time 
late 
not sent 

N 

COMMENTS 

A- 

N- 

avNtxlv^sed. 

Y\orV av\a.Ujs«di ; due 4o 

*V\«^ ^-V-O-V-o oCipi,' -Oj t 

CXjiKck twv\%iv\A datu& . 

it was noted that: a deficiency in the field work in some locations left 

the "G" and "H" answers unfinished without additional field work; the 
proliferation of photocopies made the "D" answeres questionable; and the 

lack of document-dating made the determination of "F" answers next to 

impossible. A decision to ignore analysing "D", "F", "G" and "H" was 

made. The COM ENTS box was available for the use of the study team 
members as they completed the questionnaires. 
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BACK SIDE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (blank) 

TIME TAKEN AT 
SIGNIFICANT FLOW STEPS 

WORKING^ DAYS AT| 
DIST REGN OTHER! 

D/M/Y Step 

[_ Proposed contribution arrangement prepared 

District receives (time in mail) ["" ! 

BCR Controller logs & attaches CHECK LTST   

Superintendent reviews (total of following) 

(BclS | | Edn [ | SED | 1 R&T | 1 Adm 

Superintendent reviews again (total)• *   • 

(BdS | 1 Edn [ | SED R&T | | Adm | [) 

District Manager (a) recommends   

[ 1 or (b) approves   

Region receives (time in mail)  

Band Support logs   

Returned to District for improvement   

Director reviews (total of following)   

(BdS I 1 Edn 1 | SED f 1 R&T 1 1 Fin (___|) 

Director reviews again (total)   

(BdS | | Edn 1 1 SED ] | R&T [ | Fin [ |) 

Director General (a) recommends   

or (b) approves   

□ 

-•n 

□ 

ZJ 
Headquarters (a) recommends 

or (b) approves * * 

U Treasury Board approves   

Region receives approved copy (mail)  

Band Support photocopies & mails to District * * 

District receives approved copy (time in mail)* 

Initial requisition prepared & sent to Region * 

Region receives requisition (time in mail)  

Finance (Acctg. Ops.) logs the batch   

Finance (Band Mgmt.) audits the requisition ••• 

Finance (Acctg. Ops.) processes to DSS   

j DSS produces the cheque * * 

District receives cheque   

District forwards cheque to Band   

Or Region has 3ank transfer to Band   

•n 

tzzi 
I 1 

□ □ 
QUESTIONNAIRE COMPLETED BY 

Name 

! 

j 

Signature 

The back side of the questionnaire was designed to identify the time 

taken (in working days) at each significant flow step in the two approval 
processes - that is, approving the Arrangement and approving the first 

cheque. As well, three significant dates were to be noted, as shown on 

page A5, being: (1) the date of request (usually the date of the BCR); 

(2) the date of approval of the Arrangement (depends on signing 

authority); and (3) the date of the first cheque. Analysis of time by 
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BACK SIDE OF QUESTIONNAIRE (marked) 

T TME TAKEtf AT 

SIGNIFICANT FLOW STEFL 

OuES~nQK>K)M^.E 

(■bAcK 
D/HA Step TIME 

1 Proposed contribution arrangement prepared 

District receives (time in mail)  

BCR Controller logs & attaches CHECK LIST   

Superintendent rev LOWS (total of following)  

(BdS W/A ::dn ^ SED R..T Afire 

Superintendent, reviews a gain (total)  

(Ben ty/A rdn W/A E ) \fAM ;^r WhA lm WA 
District Manager (a) recommends   

or (b) approves   

Region receives (time in .mail)  

Band Support logs 

Returned to Pint.iiet for improvement   

Director reviews (total of followin'' 

WORK INC 

DIS7;' r'i. 

(Bds W//A Edri V//A s™ r//ja R&: 
Director reviews again (total)'** 

(BdS ÿtffc Mn SED P-T 

Director General (a) recommends * 

or (b) approves * * * 

Headquarters (a) recommends   

or (b) approves   

m pi» 

V 1 Treasury Board approves   

Region receives approved copy (mail)  

Ba nd Suppor t pho tocop ies & ma ils t o D.i s t r i c t 

District receives approved copy (time in mail)' 

Initial requisition prepared & sent to Region * 

Region receives requisition (time in mail)  

Finance (Acctg. Ops.) logs the batch   

Finance (Band v.qmt. ) audits the requisition *** 

Finance (Acctg. Ops.) processes to DSC   

DSS produces the cheque   

District receives cheque   

District forwards cheque to Band   

Or Region has Bank transfer to Band   

■n 

□ r j 

m 
WA 

Qurr»'!' roNNA i RE; COMPLI^ED BY 

Signalute 

these three dates can be seen in TABLE 1 in Chapter 3. The field work to 

complete the WORKING DAYS columns was hampered by lack of information. 

In these circumstances, the missing dates had to be estimated, based on 

the best documented peripheral evidence, and certain intended breakdowns 

had to be ignored (the shaded boxes above) or grouped (the bracketed 

boxes above). Analysis by the remaining and grouped boxes can be seen in 

TABLE 3 and CHART 1, 2 and 3 in Chapter 3. 
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The questionnaire results have been collated according to the 

"significant features", A, B, C and E on the front of the questionnaire. 
For each significant feature, the results will be presented in three 

tables as described below: 

ANALYSIS (1) 

A comparison of the average time to approve the Arrangement 

with the subsequent average time to approve the first cheque; 

ANALYSIS (2) 

A comparison of the average time spent at District with the 

average time spent at Region and with the average time neither 

at District nor Region; 

ANALYSIS (3) 

A detailed breakdown of the average time spent at each of the 

processing steps along the way from the date of request to the 

date of the first cheque. 

The questionnaire results, as described above, are presented in this 

appendix for "significant features" A, B and E. In addition, the third 

table (3) is presented for significant feature C below. The first two 

tables for "C" are not presented in this appendix because they have 

already been presented in CHAPTER 3 as TABLE 1 and TABLE 2. 
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The first significant feature listed on the questionnaire was "A", for 

the type of Arrangement. Since there are no comprehensive Arrangements 

in Ontario, this broke down into just single and consolidated 

Arrangements. The analysis by type follows below. 

"A" ANALYSIS HT 
DESCRIPTION 

OF SELECTED 
CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

57 SINGLE 

80 CONSOLIDATED 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS FROM: 

REQUEST TO 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL 

31 

28 

27 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL TO 

FIRST CHEQUE 

26 

20 

25 

REQUEST 

TO FIRST 

CHEQUE: 

57 

48 

52 

"A" ANALYSIS (2) 

DESCRIPTION 

OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

57 SINGLE 

80 CONSOLIDATED 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS 

IN 

DISTRICT 

OFFICE 

15 

15 

15 

IN 

REGIONAL 

OFFICE 

26 

18 

22 

IN ANY 

OTHER 

LOCATION 

16 

15 

15 

TOTAL 

57 

48 

52 
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The second significant feature listed on the questionnaire was "B", for 

the purpose of the Arrangement. That is, a Capital Arrangement versus an 

0 & M Arrangement, and a project versus an annual Arrangement. The 

analysis by purpose follows below. 

’B" ANALYSIS (1) 
DESCRIPTION 

OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

82 ANNUAL 0 & M 

24 PROJECT 0 & M 

31 CAPITAL 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS FRCM: 

REQUEST TO 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL 

29 

26 

31 

27 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL TO 

FIRST CHEQUE 

21 
24 

26 

25 

REQUEST 
TO FIRST 

CHEQUE 

50 

50 
57 

52 

"B" ANALYSIS (2) 

DESCRIPTION 
OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

82 ANNUAL O & M 

24 PROJECT O & M 

31 CAPITAL 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS 

IN 

DISTRICT 

OFFICE 

15 

8 
22 

15 

IN 

REGIONAL 
OFFICE 

20 
26 

20 

22 

IN ANY 

OTHER 

LOCATION 

15 

16 

15 

15 

TOTAL 

50 

50 

57 

52 
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The last significant feature to be analysed on the questionnaire was "E", 

representing the "function" which provided the budget as follows: 

ANALYSIS (1) 
DESCRIPTION 
OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

50 EDUCATION 

16 DEVELOPMENT 

17 SOCIAL 
44 COMMUNITY 

10 BAND GOVT 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS FROM: 
REQUEST TO 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL 

35 

24 

29 

26 

28 

27 

ARRANGEMENT 

APPROVAL TO 

FIRST CHEQUE 

21 
22 
24 
24 

19 

25 

REQUEST 

TO FIRST 

CHEQUE 

56 

46 

53 
50 

£7 

52 

"E" ANALYSIS (2) 
DESCRIPTION 

OF SELECTED 

CONTRIBUTION 

ARRANGEMENTS 

50 EDUCATION 

16 DEVELOPMENT 

17 SOCIAL 

44 COMMUNITY 

10 BAND GOVT 

137 TOTAL 

AVERAGE NIMBER OF WORKING DAYS 
IN 

DISTRICT 

OFFICE 

17 

8 
18 

17 

_9 

15 

IN 

REGIONAL 

OFFICE 

24 

24 

16 

18 

27 

22 

IN ANY 

OTHER 

LOCATION 

15 
14 

19 

15 

11 

15 

TOTAL 

56 

46 

53 

50 

47 

52 
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APPENDIX B 

FLCM CHART OF JACKET/WHEEL SYSTEM 

In Chapter 3 it was noted that the original intention to display flow 

charts of each existing local process was reversed after about 25% of 

such flow charts had been drawn. This work, however, although not 

published in this report, made the flow charting of the recommended 

JACKET/WHEEL system easier. The flow charts presented in this appendix 

are expected to link easily into existing systems, and in fact display 
some parts of existing systems. Nonetheless, these charts need to be 

tested and amended during the recommended eight to ten week test period 

before finalization of the forms. 

These flow charts have been drawn to display the two approval processes 

discussed in Chapter 3 (approving Arrangements and approving advances) as 

they occur in two locations (the imaginary Huron District office and the 

Ontario Regional office). The charts are: 

CHART 1 

HURON DISTRICT 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT APPROVAL 

CHART 2 

ONTARIO REGION 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT APPROVAL 

CHART 3 

HURON DISTRICT 

CONTRIBUTION ADVANCES APPROVAL 

CHART 4 

ONTARIO REGION 

CONTRIBUTION ADVANCES APPROVAL 

The symbols used in these flow charts are those of the Office of the 

Auditor General. They are presented on the next page, particularly for 

those readers not familiar with, this type of flew charting. On all of 

these charts the flow begins at one of the large arrows (there can be 

more than one per chart) and ends either in a permanent file or at a 

"T"-ending where the flow leaves the chart. The dotted lines indicate 

where one document causes action to be taken on another document. On the 

last page of this appendix (B 7) a complete listing of the document 
abbreviations is given. 
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KEY TO FLOW CHARTING SYMBOLS USED IN THIS APPENDIX 

- Jacket 

- Document 

- Document prepared 

- Original document 

- Photocopy of document 

- Photocopy of document at a later stage 

- Prenumbered document copies 

- Document signed 

- Document initialed 

- Discarding or destroying 

- Permanent file 

- Temporary file 

- Filed alphabetically 

- Filed numerically 

- Ledger or Control Log 

- Conputer report 

- Conputer process 

- Tape file 

- Starting point(s) 
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KEY TO FLOW CHART ABBREVIATIONS 

BCL # 1 

BCL # 2 

BCR 

BCS 

BJ 

BS 

CAT RPT 

CC 

CC LOG 

CF 

CORK' N 

CIM REG 

DIP 

DSS 

EP 

ER 

IJ 

LOC REC 

MRI 

RAT RPT 

REQ 

RBQ LOG 

RIP 

SRL 

TC 

TIP 

WC 

WJ 

Batch Control Log (in Region for commitments) 

Batch Control Log (in Region for requisitions) 

Band Council Resolution (form LA 135) 

Budgetary Control System 

Buff Jacket (page G2) 

Batch Control Slip (form LAND 20-431) 

Contribution Arrangements in Transit Report (District) 

Commitment Certificate (form IAND 20-292) 

Commitment Leg (MIP2 M-4 to standardize?) 

Cash Flow (variety of formats) 

Correcting computer input 

Cumulative Register (page FI) 

District-In-Process Arrangements file 

Department of Supply and Services 

Expenditure Plan (variety of formats) 

Expenditure Report (variety of formats) 

Inside of White Jacket (page C3) 

Local Record (page H2) 

Machine Readable Interface 

Region1 s Arrangements in Transit Report 

Requisition for Cheque (form IAND 20-302) 

Requisitions Log (MIP2 M-4 to standardize?) 

Region-In-Process Arrangements file 

Select Review List (page El) 

Terms and Conditions (variety of formats) 

Transit-In-Process Arrangements file 

Wheel Card (not yet designed) 

White Jacket (page C2) 
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APPENDIX C 

WHITE JACKET INSTRUCTIONS 

In Ontario Region, most Contribution Arrangements with Bands take the 

form of a Band Council Resolution (BCR) with attachements. For example 

purposes, these appendices follow an imaginery Contribution Arrangement 

with the Winding River Band through the JACKET/WHEEL system from the 
Huron District office to the Oitario Region office. While other types of 

Arrangements (e.g. - with individuals, associations, corporations, etc.) 

would be required to use this system, examples will not be presented in 

these appendices. All types, however, should be considered during the 

eight to ten week test recommended in CHAPTER 4 so that these 

"INSTRUCTIONS" can be expanded to accommodate all possibilities. 

In this appendix the white jacket instructions are given for processing 

the imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement. The instructions for the 

other five JACKET/WHEEL forms are given in separate appendices. The 

instructions are given in a step-by-step format with an example of the 

white jacket at each step. The steps are completed by the following: 

STEP 1 - DISTRICT CENTRAL REGISTRY CLERK 

STEP 2 - DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 

STEP 3 - DISTRICT CLERK 

STEP 4 - FIRST DISTRICT PROGRAM SUPERINTENDENT 

STEP 5 - LAST DISTRICT PROGRAM SUPERINTENDENT 

STEP 6 - DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT FINANCE & ADMINISTRATION 

STEP 7 - DISTRICT MANAGER 

STEP 8 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 9 - DISTRICT CENTRAL REGISTRY CLERK 

STEP 10 - REGIONAL CENTRAL REGISTRY CLERK 

STEP 11 - CA CONTROLLER 

STEP 12 - PROGRAM DIRECTOR 

STEP 13 - CA CONTROLLER 

STEP 14 - HEAD, BAND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 

STEP 15 - CA CONTROLLER 

STEP 16 - REGIONAL DIRECTOR GENERAL 

STEP 17 - CA CONTROLLER 

STEP 18 - MANAGER, ACCOUNTING OPERATIONS 
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Before following the step-by-step instructions, a blank example of the 

white jacket face is presented below, and a blank example of the white 

jacket inside cover is presented at right. These will be filled in 

step-by-step in this appendix. As mentioned in CHAPTER 4, the white 

jacket is a travelling file folder which would contain the original 

documents at all times. It would begin in the District (in this example) 

and travel between staff and offices. It will serve as a permanent 
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record of the process involved in approving an Arrangement. On the 

inside cover, the RCM with the budget will identify the approved 

Services, identify the amount of budget committed and recommend 
approval. On the face of the jacket, each staff member who handles the 

jacket, including the RCM, will indicate why and for how long, with the 

total number of working days being reconciled to the time from the date 

of the request to the date of Arrangement approval. 

RCM h ,ujrm BUCKET ) CHECKLIST 
aeaPisvr CLEAHLI rt&trttieb 
SU,NINC, t*res SET CUT 
poftPcsE tog APHEA/ED asevict 
epfecTN€ DATE SPECIPEE 
DURATION 3p£c<c/eb 

PtMMENT MgTHOt> SPEOPIEb 
MAX/MUM 3 HoHTHS 

to 

II 
lz 
IS 
14 

q>u4evBe.L'/(*u) s&ber. 
CONDITION Fct L PftVNSNT 
TttAKSPEg CCNl>monS SPEOPieD 
ANNU4L AUÛ/T PQc^ISlcW QK. 
TECHIMATIOM PEDVIS/ON O.C 

OX.CASH PLovsJ A-mo€t> 
ax. etPEv&rruxe «AN ATTACH. 

RCM (wl_rH *««r) RECOMMENt>AT\0Kl 
voc 
NO. 

8ERV 

NO. 

S- 

S- 

S- 

TOTALS 

TOTAIÆ 

S- 

S- 

TOTALS 

AMONT 
REQUESTS) 

AMOUNT 

RBQOMDœO 
RCM srATOAHAT 

I AM SATISFIED THAT TW HCLOGH) 
REQUEST IS SUFFICIENTLY OPUETE 
AND MEETS ALT PROGRAM OCKDITICKS 
FOR THE SERVICES IDOVTIFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I «WE CCM- 
MITTED THE POUCHING POKTICN 
CF MY 19 / VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 
THESE PU^BËS AND RBCOWDTO 
APPROVAL IN THAT AMOUNT. 

O0W4IT. 
tear no. 0»wim 

I /W SATISFIED THAT T* ENODSED 
REQUEST IS SUFPICIQ7TLY COIPLJETE 
AND MEETS ALL PROGRAM CCNDITTCNS 
FOR THE SERVICES IDBOTFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE COM- 
MITTED THE FOLLOWING PORTION 
CF MY 19 / ’VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 
THESE PUHSoSS AND RECOMMEND 
APPROVAL IN THAT AMOUNT. 

COMMIT. 
cserNo 

AMOUJT 

HUM. — gg^BE 

I AM SATISFIED THAT TW WCLCŒD 
REQUEST IS SUPFICID/TLY CCMPUTTE 
AND MEETS AIL PROGRAM ONDITIC» 
TOR TOE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I WIVE COM- 
MITTED THE FOLLOWING POTCICN 
CF MY 19 / VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 
THESE PUSHES AND RSOMUND 
APPROVAL IN THAT AMCXNT. 

tlSMHIT. 
a or Mo 

AMOUNT , 

'AtMfe' SfeAlA-rWU 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 1 

* 
REfaloM 06mD<pa.*ÆTsra^ - 

Upon receipt of the BCR and attachments (in effect a proposed Arrange- 
ment), the Central Registry clerk would take a blank white jacket and 
complete the details shown below, including date stamping the jacket. 
The CR clerk would enter the RCM number of the District Superintendent of 
Finance and Administration and insert the original BCR and attachments. 
The CR clerk would not take any photocopies, of the BCR, complete a BCR 

LOG or pull files. 
r'A) , , i ! The CR clerk would 

take one photocopy 
of the face of the 
white jacket at 

isrsnrar- this point and file 
it in the chrono- 
logical BCR file 
according to the 
BCR number. The CR 
clerk would also 
indicate the number 
of working days 
between the date of 
the request (June 
15, 1983 on the 
BCR) and the date 
of receipt, and 
then sign off and 
pass the jacket to 
the Superintendent 
of Finance and 
Administration. 

CONTRIBUTIONS ARRANGCM6NT 
SNTRNTS bs CONTRIBUTION 

BePesAeo To 
ft 

N° t>e CUCP 

-BB.TUOAI£E 

HHooi 

fURfbsE 

CÔ-IET 

wmM. LETH CUT 

mmw LISTE t* « 
• EGjFtCAn SC*TiE 

tA'I* IN MAIL_ TO t»iî>Tt2.tC-T w////m//. 
ItaçNTAPH 

CCQJTlf=N CAL 
CfifiTs^O ^«MAKIOAL. 

CHCOMMCDC0 (BuOfeEr) 
CECOMM teBib 0*ubé»eT^ 
ftec£>uMeD4t 

COPN »M F»L6 

PôOiABJ> Tt> CA Cû*0mSOU_6fc, 

*CKNiouil4- Ofi-K MUM&SC. 
CUMULATION 

AOOOÛU1 A^Pl^CwM- 

. " • -A Mz 

&4-4S 

OOULC-S 

nWftABLfS 

Tv» 

lAtoRJClNSq bASS FROM tsATE OF CsouBT "TO t>ATe OF APPROVAL 

jouüs OUVRABLES ce uAbATE betEMANbe ALA CATE bAPPcoBA-noM 

U6 
g/xULflJC*- 

TWQiCT 
PAAO US XXSTtÜCT 

QBUiOrJ 
lLf 
ftftf.sa- 

IH 

I££ 

OT 
mjSJL£JL. 

Af*l*« PlV^*=*i_ 

CCG.T KKJT 

C03'5Li 
EugvigKrr thC CCXJTT 

fcBCLiCMfcKyr rsAMC 

IjjmOswC Rv-jfR 6AfoD 
NO»-A T>E: Q.eciPigvrr 

COOT as bcm OAO N O 

N.O O * E? T tb. kHtc. 

AMOUAiT eeou^Trf» 

^ ; ‘ V- L 
ner*Tt+TT tfcHAMbN 
AMOOAJT 

i^aa: ataaus 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 3 

The designated clerk will take two copies of the face of the jacket. One 
will be sent to the administrative officer responsible to requisition 

cheques for this particular Arrangement. The other copy will be sent to 
the Band as acknowledgement of receipt of their request and to indicate 

the minimum number of employees who must see this request before approval 

can be completed. Bands will be made aware of this new system by way of 

an explanatory book 
r;,v;u 

T^> I ï>TO\C_T JfeATVvvtRS - iM2.-nK.eS 

  sEaaaro- 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 

let, hopefully in 

December 1983. In 
any case, no cover- 

ing letter will be 

required as Bands 
will know the pur- 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 2 

The District Superintendent of Finance & Administration would identify on 

the face of the jacket each manager who must see this BCR for some 
reason, whether the manager is in District, Region or Headquarters. The 

Superintendent is aware of signing authority levels and anticipated 

cumulative balances for all recipients at all times. He or she is also 

aware of any peculiar review requirements - for example in this case, the 

District Manager 
wants to review all 

proposed Arrange- 

ments, whether he 
has the authority 

to approve them or 
not. Therefore, 

his RCM number, 

is recorded 

IS c,'V;u, 

r>»STC\CL*T 

  gosaror1' 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
ENTENTE OS CONTRIBUTION 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 4 

The first District program Superintendent, in this case the District 
Superintendent of Education (DSE), would review the BCR and atttachments 
against whatever criteria are appropriate to both the request and the 
current program requirements. In doing so, reference would be made to 
the fourteen CHECKLIST points shown on the inside of the white jacket as 
seen below. The Superintendent would then fill out the RECOMMENDATION 
portion of the in- 
side of the white 
jacket and sign & 
date it as shewn. 
In this way the Su- 
perintendent would 
identify the com- 
ponent parts of 
the Band's request 
compared to the 
District recommen- 
dation by Vote Con- 
trol Code and indi- 
vidual approved 
Service Number. 

RCM (w™ CHECKLIST 
l RÉCIPIENT ClEARL'i Tt&mneb 

5 l<^iVJfVg, bATES SET CUT 
PURPOSE R)R APPE3V6D SERVICE 
EPpecTNE DATE sP&uriEb 
DURATION SPECIC/ED 

PANHGNT METHOD SPECIE IED 
MAXIMUM 3 MOHTHS 

% 

to 
II 

17. 

II 

14- 

PIMM. QEtben 

CON&ITIOH Fofc FINAL WMENT 

TRANSFER CONDITIONS SPECIFIED 

ANNUAL AUblT PROVISION Q*£. 
TECMIMAT/ON PROVISION O.C 

OtCASH PLOW ATTACHED 
QK.£*PENW-me£ PLAN fifirAot. 

RC M (W,_TW BUCKET) R£COMMENt>A*T\OKl 
vac 

HD. 

SEW 

NO. 

S- 

S- 

S- 

TOTALS 

S- 

TOTALS 

3SA 

3£L 
3 Vo 
3 Vo 

3 Vo 

3 Vo 

3 Vo 

JL&_ 
3V0 

s- /vf 

0V9 

s-.û?7 

S- 06% 
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I AM SATISFIED THAT THE ENCLOSED 

REOUEST IS SUFFICIŒTLY aMPLENE 

AND MEETS ALL PROGRAM CCNDITICNS 

TOR THE SERVICES IŒNTIFIID AT 

LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE COM- 

MITTED THE FOLLOWING PORTION 

OF MY I9_/_ VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 

THESE PURPOSES AND REOOWEND 

APPROVAL IN THAT AMOUNT. 

COMMIT. 

tjcar.no. 
AMOUHTT 

1 

I AM SATISFIED THAT THE ENCLOSED 
REQUEST IS SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETE 

AND MEETS ALL PROGRAM CCNDmCNS 

FOR TOE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 

LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE OCH- 

MITTED TOE FOLLOWING PORTION 

OF MY 19 / ‘VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 

THESE PURPOSES AND RKXEMEND 

APPRCVAL IN THAT AMOUNT. 

cezr. >Jo 

AMCUHT 

lOMITW. * 

kMiaa •5H»' 

I AM SATISFIED THAT TOE ENCLOSED 

REQUEST IS SUFFICIENTLY COMPLETE 

AND MEETS ALL PROGRAM CONDITIONS 

FOR TOE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 

LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE COI- 

MITTED TOE FOLLOWING PORTION 

OF MY 1933/SV VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 

THESE PURPOSES AND RBOCMMEND 

APPRCVAL IN THAT AMOUNT. 
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STEP 4 (Concluded) 

Having completed the inside of the white jacket, the DSE would sign the 

BCR in the recommending block and complete the jacket face by: 

- initialling the number of working days which the jacket (and 

original documents) were in his possession; 
- initially and passing the jacket on to the next Superintendent. 

There would be no need to take one or more photocopies of the BCR and 

attachments as is done 
at present. Nor is 

there a need to na in- 

tain a multitude of 

i vi.j 

15»T QAC-T lo9s and other records 
SsKHnss” instead, the adminis- 

trative officer main- 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 5 

RCM Com. CHECKLIST 

«ec/Pifivr Cl£AUU ItBWPiÊb QuMTBLL'l fat*) FlHAN. ÜEfbefi 

The last District program Superintendent, in this case the Superintendent 
of Band Support, would also review the BCR and attachments and complete 
and sign the inside of the white jacket as shown. The only difference in 
procedure for this last Superintendent (compared to earlier signing 
Superintendents) is that upon completion he sends the jacket to the 
District Superintendent of Finance & Administration since there are no 
more program Super- 
intendents to re- 
view the documents 
It should probably 
be noted that if a 
delay was encoun- 
tered because addi- 
tional informatien 
was needed from 
some source ( say 
the Band), there 
is space on the 
front of the jac- 
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RCM STATOmAT 

I M SATISFIED THAT THE 
REQUEST IS SUFFICIENTLY OCHPtffTV 
AND MEETS ALL PROG RM CENDITICKJ 
TOR THE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE CCH- 
MITTED THE TOUJCWING PORTION 
OF MY IVgSW VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 
THESE TORPORS AND R3COWEND 
APPROVAL IN THAT MOUNT. 

oowMir. 
CJBÛT HO.É£>£>(0 (o 

•W -^Ti^I^XSX  
-y = —=~ 

I M SATISFIED THAT THE HaOfiSE 
RB0UECT IS SUFFICIENTLY OOtPUSS* 
AND MEETS AIL PROGRAM affimOB 
TOR THE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE 001- 
MITTCD THE FOILOWIN3 PORTICN 
OF MY 19 /_'VOTE 15 BUDGET FOR 
THESE PURPOSES AND IBOOMM) 
APPROVAL IN THAT MOOT. 

COMMIT 
cm AjQ 

AMOU*/** 

Cc**«ra> * 

llw»k LSSSSL 

I M SATISFIED THAT THE 
REQUEST IS SUFFICIENTLY OMP18TE 
AND MEETS AIL PROGRAM CCSBITiaiB 
FOR THE SERVICES IDENTIFIED AT 
LEFT. ACCORDINGLY, I HAVE OOt- 
MITIED TIE P0LLLWING KWTK3S 
OF MY 19S3/W VOTE 15 BUDGET K® 
THESE PfMdSëS AND RBGOWEBD 
APPROVAL IN THAT MOUNT. 

OiMMlT. 
CSÜT Ko 33333^ 

<«ou>rT ^ 
5Ï?, 
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STEP 5 (Concluded) 
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Having completed the inside of the white jacket, the last District 
program Superintendent would sign the BCR (in this example) in the 
recommending block and complete the face of the white jacket in the 
manner shown below - the same manner as for the earlier program 
Superintendent. The jacket would then be passed to the District 
Superintendent of Finance and Administration for financial certification. 

Had this exanple in- 
cluded a Capital 
component, the jac- 
ket would instead 
have been passed to 
the Project Manager 
for technical certi- 
fication, before 
being passed for 
financial certifi- 
cation. However, 
that is not the 
case here - the 
jacket is passed 
along for District 
financial certifi- 
cation. 

- <Cu*C-Ti*es 

CONTR IBlXTloN ARRANGEMENT 
ENTRAIT* be CONTRIBUTION 

uOrRjtiNt, tANb FROM RATE OF REQUEST TCRATE OF APPETWA-C 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 6 

The District Superintendent of Finance & Administration reviews the BCR 
and attachments contained inside the white jacket to ensure that the 
financial conditions have been met for this proposed Arrangement. She/he 
then attests to this in writing by stamping (usually) and signing and 
dating the BCR in the vicinity of the signature blocks. The jacket is 
then signed off and passed to the District Manager (in this example) for 
his review before 
it goes to Region 
If the District 
Manager had deci- 
ded not to review 
all white jackets 
above his author- 
i ty, then the jac- 
ket would go dir- 
ectly to the admin- 
istrative officer 
to carry out WHITE 
JACKET STEP 8 in- 
structions. 

»iew>s»j.*«.TEr£s. - çu van tes 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
ENTENTE DC CONTRIBUTION 

I^Ck.lNt\ bAVS FROM t*TE OF g£QUBST Tt>t>ATE OF AW>RûVAO 

joulw OUVRABLES DC uAbATE be t£MANt>e ALA DATE t'APPROBATION 

WajiCT 

hfiSSL. WL JtrrAv- 

**ca. MO. 
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'ryo.M 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 7 

7 0 
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The District Manager in this example has optinally chosen to review every 
proposed Arrangement for whatever reason. He may or may not wish to add 
comments or his recommendation, but would not complete the CHECKLIST and 
RECOMMENDATION sections of this white jacket. They are for the RCM(s) 
who have been allotted budget for the purpose of the proposed 
Arrangement. Neither would the District Manager sign the BCR in this 

example, since he 
does not have the 
budget to recommend 
(rather, his Super- 
intendents do) and 
he does not have 
the authority to 
approve (the RDG 
does). He would 

r ;. u 

\ STC.1CT - <yXjLM2.-nS.es 
GSBESSBB&ST 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
ENTENTE 06 £oNTftl6UTIOM 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 8 

The administrative officer will take one photocopy of the face of the 
jacket, the inside cover of the jacket ( the CHECKLIST) and 
RECOMMENDATION) and of the complete contents - that is, of the original 
BCR and attachments as amended (if amended) and signed subsequent to the 
complete District review. These photocopies will be processed as in the 
BUFF JACKET STEP 2 instructions. The administrative officer will then 
sign off the white 
jacket and pass it 
to District CR for 
mailing to Region 
by entering "Mail" 
in the FOFWARD TO 

l 2 

i,* /1 w 
i û 

li 

rr. o 

REfalOM - ç»«.Q.-ns.es 

CA CONTROLLER "re- 
ferred to" line as 
shown below. 

CONTR l BuTloNl ARRANGE M 6MT 
SNIBNIE t>s CONTRIBUTION! 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 9 

§ t 
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The District Central Registry clerk will check the date shown in the 
FORWARD TO CA CONTROLLER line to ensure that it is the same as the date 
the jacket is being mailed. If the date differs from the mailing date, 
then the Central Registry clerk will report this to the Superintendent of 
Finance & Administration for discussion and resolution with the District 
Manager. If the date is the same as the mailing date, then the white 

jacket is mailed a- 
C.'/.u 

RE(=i 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
ENTENTE E>S CONTRIBUTION 

UOoGJCINfev bANb FROM ~DATE OF CEQU-EST "TO t>ATE OF APPRoVAt. 

JouR.5 OUVRABLES DE WYbATE bE tEMANbE A LA DATE t> AOPODBATICAJ 

cG 
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AMOUMT 

MOnZATT T*bMArfOt>£ 
AMOVAVJT AWtOJHb 

MQ»JTA»>T Aff>QCUMC 

long with the other 
regular mail for Re- 
gion. There is no 
entry to be made on 
the face of the 
white jacket, so it 
remains as at STEP 8 
as shown. 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 10 

When the Regional Central Registry receive the white jacket it is date 

stamped (rather than the contents) like any regular piece of mail, the 

number of working days in the mail is recorded and the jacket is signed 

off and charged out to the CA Controller to ACKNOWLEDGE NUMBER as shown 

below. No photocopies are taken, no logs are entered, no files are 

pulled and no time is wasted. The processing of white jackets would thus 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 11 

? 0 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from Regional Central Registry (in this 
example), the CA Controller would perform WHEEL: STEP 1 and SELECT REVIEW 
LIST: STEP 3, and then take two photocopies of the face of the white 
jacket. One copy will be forwarded to Regional Central Registry to be 
filed on the BCR chronological file. The other copy will be forwarded to 
the District administrative officer in order to update the buff jacket. 

r ’ . u 

t>'STQ\C-~T 

| ' 

j Jut 7 15 IVS3 

1 re-foisa  

I 
I 
i 

i 
l 
» 

i 
i 

CONTRIBUTIoM ARRANGEMENT 
ENTS NTS OS CONTRIBUTION 

The white jacket is 
then signed off by 
the CA Controller 
and hand delivered 
to the next person, 
in this case the 
Director of Educa- 
tion. 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 12 

The program, this case Education, upon receipt of the Arrangement from 

the CA Controller would perform whatever review was pertinent. In this 

example, the reason for the review happens to be to ensure that each 
beginning-of-year Arrangement is double-checked for correctness, it being 

easier to correct certain possible errors at the beginning of the year 

than it is part way through the year. When the review is finished, the 
Director, or staff 

member, signs off 

the jacket indica- 

ting the number of 
working days taken. 

The jacket is re- 

turned to the CA 

Controller as qui- 

ckly as possible. 
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C18 ICM: Phase 1 

WHITE JACKET: STEP 13 
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Upon receipt of the white jacket from the Director of Education, likely 
by physically picking it up from the section, the CA Controller would 
perform WHEEL: STEP 2 and sign out and deliver the jacket to the next 
person. In this example with the Winding Lake Band, there is only one 
more destination for the white jacket before the 
Arrangement and that is to the Band Financial 

. u 

JUL / 13 13 ’33 

  

CONTRIBUTION ARRAN«M6NT 
BN-mNT* oc CONTRIBUTION 

RDG can approve the 
Management unit for 
entering in the 
Cumulative Register 
The CA Controller 
would be expected 
to be able to pick 
up the jacket (from 
Education) and deli- 
ver it to the next 
stop (Band Financial 

wi thin 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 14 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from the CA Controller, the Head, Band 
Financial Management performs CUMULATIVE REGISTER: STEP 2 and then 
reviews the Cumulative Register. If no problem exists with either the 
idèntified signing authority or the annual audit, the jacket is signed 
off and charged out to the RDG (RCM 40000) as shown below. The jacket 
will physically, however, be given to the CA Controller for delivery to 
the RDG. That is, t fe , ! 
the BFM unit and 
others too, will 
refrain from pass- 
ing jackets to an- 
other section or 
unit. Instead, jac- 
kets will always 
be returned to the 
CA Controller for 
forwarding. 

\\ 
8|« 

u 

JUL 7 13 13 ’33 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 15 

,U 

t> li>Tft\C_“T 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from the Head, Band Financial 

Management, likely by physically picking it up from the section, the CA 

Controller would perform WHEEL: STEP 3 and deliver the white jacket to 
the next person, in this case the RDG for approval purposes. The CA 

Controller would be expected to be able to pick up the jacket, perform 
the WHEEL: STEP 3 and deliver the jacket to the RDG within the hour. If 

the CA Controller 

becomes aware of 

jackets being pro- 

cessed between 

sections or units 
without passing 

through the CA Con- 

troller, then this 
should be reported 

to the Director of 

Operations for reso- 

lution. 

Jut 7 ill M ’33 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 16 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from the CA Controller, the RDG could 
quickly review that the pertinent steps have been performed by reference 
to both the front and inside of the white jacket. In this example, the 
Winding River Band, he is satisfied and signs his approval to the BCR in 
the approval block. He also initials the face of the white jacket, and 
returns it to his secretary. His secretary will date the BCR, date the 
White jacket and charge it out to the CA Controller. 

II 
i 8 

C.V. ll 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 17 

A) 

Upon receipt of the approved white jacket from the RDG, likely by 
physically nicking it up from his secretary, the CA Controller would 
perform WHEEL: STEP 4 (the final wheel step) and complete the face of the 
white jacket by reconciling and totalling the number of working days (in 
this case 22 working days from date of BCR to date of approval 
acknowledgement). The CA Controller would then enter the amount 

approved, sign off 
the jacket and take 
two photocopies of 
the face of the 
jacket. One copy 
would be sent to 
the administrative 
officer in District 
and one to the Band 
Financial Manage- 
ment unit to acknow- 
ledge approval. The 
white jacket would 
then be delivered 
to the Manager, 
Accounting Oper' ns. 
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WHITE JACKET: STEP 18 

The Manager, Accounting Operations would file the jacket numerically by 

its unique number (01017). Regional program staff would be provided 

suitable access to these original documents, so long as they were not 

removed from the Accounting Operations section. Perhaps a small 

photocopier could be located in the section to accommodate the need from 

time to time to photocopy a particular page of an Arrangement. 

The main photocopy of the Contribution Arrangement, however, would be 

kept by the pertinent administrative officer to the RCM with the budget. 

In most cases this will be an administrative officer in the District as 

most budgets, at least in Ontario, are allotted to an RCM in the 

District. This main photocopy will be kept in the buff jacket as 
described in Appendix G. Questions concerning payments (or advances) 

commitments and unliquid balances should always be directed first to the 

holder of the buff jacket, that is, the administrative officer to the RCM 

with the budget. 

As cheque requisitions are sent through the system they would indicate 

the Arrangement number (01017 in this example) for reference purposes. 

Photocopying of each requisition and batch would no longer be required. 
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APPENDIX D 

WHEEL INSTRUCTIONS 

In this appendix the Wheel instructions are given for processing the 

imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement (see APPENDIX C for a short 
description of this Arrangement). Unlike the other five JACKET/WHEEL 

forms described in the other appendices, no examples will be given of the 

Wheel as no form was drawn. The instructions are given, however, in a 

step-by-step format. All wheel steps are completed by the CA Controller 

in Regional Office. 

WHEEL: STEP 1 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from Regional Central Registry (see 

WHITE JACKET: STEP 11), the CA Controller will take the next unused 
number from the prenumbered wheel cards (01017 in this case) and assign 

it to the iacket. This step is done after SELECT REVIEW LIST: STEP 3. 

Skeleton information from the jacket is recorded on the wheel card and 

the jacket is signed off and charged out to, in this case, the Director 

of Education. This is recorded on the wheel card. The wheel thus 

indicates, at all times, the location of every white jacket circulating 

in Region. 

WHEEL: STEP 2 

The Wheel card is updated to show that the white jacket on July 13, 1983 
was passed from Education to Band Financial Management by the CA 

Controller. 

WHEEL: STEP 3 

The Wheel card is updated to show that the white jacket on July 14, 1983 

was passed from Band Financial Management to the RDG by the CA Controller. 

WHEEL: STEP 4 

The Arrangement has now completed its circulation since it is approved 

(in this case by the RDG). The CA Controller will note this and the 

date, July 15, 1983 on the wheel card and then remove it from the wheel. 

In this way the wheel will continue to indicate, at all times, the 

location of every White jacket circulating (or in process) in Region. 

The approved wheel cards would be filed in a box for future reference. 
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APPENDIX E 

SELECT REVIEW LIST INSTRUCTIONS 

In this appendix the Select Review List instructions are given for 
processing the imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement (see APPENDIX C 
for a short description of this Arrangement). For this Arrangement there 
is really only one step, although three steps are described with 
examples. The steps are completed by the following: 

STEP 1 - PROGRAM DIRECTORS 
STEP 2 - DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS 
STEP 3 - CA CONTROLLER 

Before following the step-by-step instructions, a blank example of the 
Select Review List is presented below. The purpose of this list is to 
reduce the number of Regional program reviews by performing them on an 
exception basis. 

AS AT SELECT BEVlBO LIST 
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SELECT REVIEW LIST: STEP 1 

Any program Director in Region who wished to review an Arrangement for a 

particular service, for a particular program, for a particular Band, 

etc., would identify this wish as set out below. Tne program Director 

would also identify the reasons for this request (to review Arrangements) 

and pass this information to the Director of Operations for 

consideration. The program Director could change the request at any time 
by following the same procedures. 
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SELECT REVIEW LIST: STEP 2 

Upon receipt of the proposed Select Review List items, the Director of 

Operations would review and approve or amend the request. His review 
would include reviewing the existing Select Review List to ensure that 

the proposed review does not conflict with or duplicate any existing 

required reviews. When satisfied with the changes, the Select Review 

List would be updated and then signed and dated by the Director of 
Operations. The List would then be sent immediately to the CA Controller. 
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SELECT REVIEW LIST: STEP 3 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from Regional Central Registry (see 
WHITE JACKET: STEP 11), the CA Controller will compare the white jacket 
information to the current Select Review List (see SELECT REVIEW LIST: 
STEP 2 example) and record any required reviews on the face of the white 
jacket as set out below. In this particular example.- the Director of 
Education wants to see all Education Arrangements at the beginning of the 
year. Later in the year he will adjust his portion of the Select Review 
List to only review certain programs. 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
KNTRNTE DC CONTRIBUTION 
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APPENDIX F 

CUMULATIVE REGISTER INSTRUCTIONS 

In this appendix the Cumulative Register instructions are given for 
processing the imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement (see APPENDIX C 
for a short description of this Arrangement). It should be understood 
that this record will include all Arrangements with this Band, even 
though only one will be displayed in this example. 

Before following the instructions, a blank example of the Cumulative 
Register is presented below. The purpose of this register, as mentioned 
in CHAPTER 4, is to ensure that authority limits are not accidentally 
exceeded, and that the annual audit and Audit Review Committee 
deliberations are not over-looked. 
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CUMULATIVE REGISTER: STEP 1 

At, or before, the beginning of each fiscal year, the Band Financial 

Management unit will prepared a new page for each recipient of a 

Contribution in the previous fiscal year. The unit will contact the 

District and come to agreement on the following three items: 

(1) the actual total of all Contributions to that recipient in the 

old fiscal year; 

(2) the estimated total for the new fiscal year; 

(3) the intended date for the Audit Review Committee to meet to 

review the old year audit. 

In the case of the imaginary Winding River Band, these would appear as 

set out below. 

NkME OC NX    NOM Dff 
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CUMULATIVE REGISTER: STEP 2 

Upon receipt of the white jacket from the GA Controller (WHITE JACKET: 
STEP 13) the Head Band Financial Management would be responsible to 
ensure that the pertinent information (mainly from the inside cover of 

the white jacket) is recorded on the Cumulative Register and added as 
shown below. 

The Register would then be reviewed to ensure no problem exists with the 

audit or the signing authority (RDG-40000) identified on the white 
jacket. If a problem does exist, not the case in this example, then 

corrective action would need to be taken by Band Financial Management. 
Otherwise WHITE JACKET: STEP 14 proceeds. 
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APPENDIX G 

BUFF JACKET INSTRUCTIONS 

In this appendix the buff jacket instruction are given for processing the 

imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement (see APPENDIX C for a short 

description of this Arrangement). The instructions are given in a step 

by step format with an example of the buff jacket at each step. The 

steps are completed by the following: 

STEP 1 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 2 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 3 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 4 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 5 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 6 - BAND FINANCIAL ADVISER 

STEP 7 - ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER 

STEP 8 - BAND FINANCIAL ADVISER 

Before following the step-by-step instructions, a blank example of the 

buff jacket is presented on the next page. The buff jacket will serve as 

a monitoring tool until the Arrangement is approved. Afterwards, it will 
serve as a permanent record of the process involved in making payments or 

advances against the Arrangement. The face of the buff jacket will 

identify: all cross-referenced files; all expenditure reports which have 

been received and reviewed by the BFA; and all requisitions of funds 
processed by the administrative officer. In theory, the administrative 
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officer would not process the next requisition until the previous 
expenditure report had been received and reviewed by the BFA. This would 
apply to all types of Arrangements, including those with Bands, 
individuals, associations, corporations and governments. 
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CROS^ REPEREMCE — REMVOI 

Piue NO. -ocssiee N° SUBJECT - SUJET 

BUFF JACKET: STEP 1 

The administrative officer responsible to requisition cheques for this 
proDosed Arrangement would open a buff file (as shown below) upon receipt 
of the copy of the white jacket from WHITE JACKET: STEP 3. The officer 
will place this copy inside the buff jacket and then file the buff jacket 
in a DISTRICT-IN-PROCESS file with other buff jackets received in the 
same week (i.e. June 13 to 17, 1983). This will enable the officer to 

quickly tally the 
number of Arrange- 
ments in process by 
week when reporting 
to the District Man- 
ager. If in three 
weeks, that is by 
July 1, 1983, any 
of these buff jac- 
kets is still in 
the DISTRICT-IN- 
PROCESS file (most 
will have moved) 
they will be iden- 
tified by name to 
the District Mana- 
ger for follow-up. 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 2 

CROS.S REPER.EMCE: ft-ENlVOl 

P\UE MO. -CCSSIEC. M” SUBJECT - SUJET 

The administrative officer in WHITE JACKET: STEP 8 took a complete 
photocopy of the white jacket and its contents. These will be used to 
update and move the buff jacket to the TRANSIT-IN-PROCESS file. The 
outdated copy of the face of the white jacket is discarded and replaced 
by this new current copy. Added to it are the copy of the inside cover 
of the white jacket plus the full copy of the proposed Arrangements. The 
buff jacket is 
then filed by date 
(of mailing to Re- 
gion) in a TRANSIT- 
IN-PROCESS file. 
This will allow 
the administrative 
officer to repor t 
to the District 
Manager each week 
how many Arrange- 
ments are in tran- 
sit, or indeed 
send a new copy if 
the originals 
should somehow get 
lost. There is no 
entry to be made 
to the face of the 
buff jacket, so it 
remains like STEP 1 
as shown. 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 3 

*-*P°n rece^Pt ^py the foce of the white jacket from WHITE 
JACKET: STEP II, the administrative officer will pull the buff jacket 
from the TRANSIT-IN-PROCESS file and enter the unique Contribution 
Arrangement number (01017) as shown. Then the old copy of the face of 
the white jacket is discarded in favour of the new and the jacket is 
placed now in a REGION-IN-PROCESS file with other buff jackets received 

by Region in the 

CRO! REFEREMCE — REMVOI 

PILE NO. -coçniec. H SuWtCT - SUJET 

CONTRIBUTION ARRANGEMENT 
ENTENTE CONTR VBUTl OfSl 

same week ( i. e. 
July 4 to 8, 1983). 
This will enable the 
officer to quickly 
tally the number of 
Arrangements in 
process at Region 
(or beyond) by week 
when reporting to 
the District Man- 
ager. Again, any 
still in process by 
July 22, 1983 will 
be identified by 
name to the Dist- 
rict Manager for 
follow-up. 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 4 

CRO&S Q.EPER.EMCE REMVOI 

Receipt of the copy of the face of the white jacket from WHITE JACKET: 
STEP 17 (CA Controller) means that the Arrangement has been approved. 
The administrative officer pulls the buff jacket from the REGION-IN- 
PROCESS file and replaces the old copy of the face of the white jacket 
with the new. The face of the buff jacket is completed, as shown, to 
indicate the cross-reference files and the amount and date approved. 
The administrative 
officer then takes 
one copy of the 
face of the buff 
for each cross-ref- 
erence file and 
sends them to CR 
for filing on the 
appropriate file. 
The buff jacket 
then is ready for 
STEP 5. 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 5 

The administrative officer requisitions the first cheque and enters it on 
the face of the buff jacket as shown. At this point, the filing 
practices in each location vary widely: some may wish to put a copy of 
the requisition on the buff jacket; other have very different 
procedures. The expectation for the JACKET/WHEEL system is that it can 
blend into the existing systems at this point, with the buff jacket being 

filed according to 
local practice. This 
expectation, however 
should be tested 
during the eight to 
ten week test per- 
iod recommended 
earlier. The first 
(and subsequent) 
cheque requisition 
would be posted to 
the Local Record as 
described in the 

CONTfè \ Bumohl ARRAN 6» RMS N'T next appendix. 

ENTENTE *06 coN-miBu-norN 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 6 

Each recipient of a Contribution agrees in the Arrangement to provide 

periodic expenditure reports. These should be reviewed by the 
appropriate Band Financial Management officer, and his review noted on 

the face of the buff jacket before each subsequent cheque requisition is 

prepared. The administrative officer should be instructed not to prepare 

requisitions unless the appropriate review has been completed. In this 

example, the Wind- 

ing River Band 

sent in a state- 

ment covering the 
first quarter ex- 

penditures, not 
just the first 

month. This was 

reviewed by the 
Band Financial Ad- 

viser. 

CONTR \ Bumohi ARRANGEMENT 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 7 

The administrative officer requisitions the second payment based on the 
cash flow requirements and the expenditure report as reviewed by the Band 
Financial Adviser (BFA). The same procedures as at BUFF JACKET: STEP 5 
then apply. 
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BUFF JACKET: STEP 8 

In this case, the Winding River Band sent in only one month, August, and 
sent it in out of sequence. Shortly afterwards, the July expenditure 
report was received and reviewed by the BFA and the administrative 
officer proceeded to requisition additional funds, as STEP 9. However, 
there is no need to show STEP 9 and beyond as the BFA just keeps 
alternating with the administrative officer to complete the buff jacket. 
The buff jacket 
thus will display, 
at any time, the 
current status of 
requisitioning and 
expenditure repor- 
ting. And it will 
contain a complete 
copy of the Arran- 
gement and of the 
face and inside of 
the white jacket. 
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APPENDIX H 

LOCAL RECORD INSTRUCTIONS 

In this last appendix the Local Record instructions are given for 

processing the imaginary Winding River Band Arrangement (see APPENDIX C 
for a short description of this Arrangement). The steps will be 

described, but the examples will be restricted to the single point in 

time immediately following the first cheque requisition. The Local 

Record is always completed by the administrative officer. 

The Local Record represents a standardization of the various "black 

books" in current use in Ontario Region. It is designed to allow the 

administrative officers to record figures once, rather than more than 

once, and to ease the analysis of particular expenditures and budgets. 

As well, if this standard format is compatible with the information needs 

of the various offices, communication will be easier whether is is manual 
or electronic. A blank example of the Local Record is shown on the next 

page. 

In this appendix, only the first requisitions will be followed for the 

Winding River Band example. The administrative officer prepares the two 

requisitions (two requisitions because there are two RCM's) as displayed 

on pages H3 and H4. The requisitions would be normally batched and the 
batch total recorded on the normal batch log. Each requisition in turn 

would be subtracted from the remaining (or unliquid) balance (starting 

with the approved total of $683,440) and the new remaining balance 
recorded on the buff jacket, as shown at BUFF JACKET: STEP 5. The 

individual items on the requisition would each be recorded on a separate 

Local Record page as shown in this appendix on pages H5 to H25. 

At the beginning of the fiscal year, the administrative officer would 

have allotted the budget to various Local Record pages as instructed by 

the RCM, in whatever fashion suits the RCM. As changes occur during the 

year, the RCM would inform the administrative officer so the Local Record 

pages could be adjusted. Each Local Record page will let the RCM see at 

a glance where his budget is at and his expenditures in relation to it. 
If someone (e.g. a program Director) is interested in reviewing a 

particular Service Code item, then the Local Record pages could be 

quickly provided without additional work for the administrative officer. 

In (his appendix, the Local Record pages have been arranged in numeric 
order according to the Service Code number (most staff call this the 

"function" number). Some of the pages (6) show no unliquid balance after 

the first requisition (e.g. 5010), although most do show a balance. One 

of the pages (Service Code 3058) shows a net free budget balance as well 

as an unliquid balance. Many other possibilities exist that have not 

been shown in this appendix. 
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j.d'i .mu N ,,|li.-,-, Ai.,,,,.. •,     REQUISITION FOR PAYMENT 
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' 3p/£> 

CO06 DE S^ECMVCE 

PISOM- W6A€- 

/ ?r'.r: /& U 

AMCEE FiSCArUE 

LOCAL RE<jOftt> 
RES»IVI*6 tse cc*rrttôUE 

PA^je 

.X 

RHl^SrUEHCS 

Mo barre 

X7/ 

utoe 
oBJecrr 

AOTVCLE 

b‘£XECTM 

V£.sY 

bETSCCLlPTy DM 

4M f. 

^u£.il' ëe- 

lîJu j 4 U 

BUDGET 

CUftAJEKïT 

CmHA»h 

lô IV.- 

1 ù ?Y.~ 

fù7/. 

MET 
PQ.EE 

UBQE 

L m. 

EXPVNMTUftSS 

coMwnrtt» 

EM<àÂé,£S 

// 

/,«?/£• 

SPEMT 

PAITES 

3 ^0. ■ 

UNJUQUI6 

NÔÏM- 
UQUlbEES 

7^V: 



ICM: Phase 1 H8 

C£xr Ki^fcMeKrr 

Go ^5 ^ 

6LeM«=>rT t>£ ccuT 

“►wSSÇëitaS. 

CweF 

VOTE cosnretou. cote 

<ct>e t>E COMTEOIE c>e C£ED>T 

“see.o icfi. <Æoe T I 

■ 3 <?./7 j 

coc>e DE sec.o\ce f 

çi|SOU_ 

/?£/?/# / 

A*>MEE FISCALE 

LOCAL RECORD 
REGISTRE t>E comoti 

PAÆJE 

X 
P^»S 

1^2 

<U£7V 

bAre 

UMÊ 
o&Jecrr 

AæT\CLE 
b'EXEOM 

bESCQ_lf>TvO»sl . 

feuler 

CUftAJEKiT 

COUfîAMrr 

MùM,- 

tè'OVtr 

/SM$r 

Mer 
pftEe 

UBE6 

«pKMorniMS î 

COMMITTfeû 

£N($Aé,eS 

/£t>¥X- 

spexiT 

PATTES 

U(sJLtQm5 

NON - 
UQUlbEES 

i/(T& 

I2J46- 



H9 ICM; Phase 1 

cos-r e^feMeWT 

0t'7Z^ 

eLEMCNT t>e CaXT 

^vyô-O 

Cwep 

V/ OTE COOTTCOU Ct*e 

5 /û 

Cçfc£ t>E CcMTgOie. t>£ CgjBMT 

secMicsTdooe" 

' 3.0/f 
co&e pe s>6Gv)vce 

P-|SOM_ 

r-’ÿ?/o^ 
FlSCA-UE 

LOCAL REGOfet» 
RESitVîRE t>6 CONTROLE 

PA<be 

Z 

FSFSRJÊNCC 

Ko bArre 

4'À- 

.y- 

uiwe 
OBJECT 

AGT\CLC 

b’ÊXecm 

bESC0_lt>T\O*4 . 

ç)/l //££crf. 

Buoser 

CUftJÎJEKiT 

CouftA^iT 

SSiCZ -— 

j<r ~xt>y- 

MET 
FC.EE 

UBGLE 

S'zâc — 

ex PB Mt» TUÉS s 

CoMMITTlEfc 

tSN$*A£S 

-\1-ZL3 

5^ 

spexiT 

FATTES 

Ul\lUQun 

NÔÜ 
LfpUlbEES 

iikJZy- 



ICM: Phase 1 H10 

COST ELfeMSWr ' 

GO 3-3 f 

ELEMtîMT t>C CCUT 

TWHW 

O+ep 

v/cmt ccrtTCoL. Côue 

Jyo 
t>e cc^TeoLE t>g ceje&rr 

sea»ic£ CODE J 

■ ,;Y- »? / 
' i 

I 
eooe pg seexnçe 

PISOW- V©M2- LOCAL REGOÏüt» 
RBS.IVTSE <06 COKHfcôUE 

PA<ae 

_Z 
.£££. 

KSPSRJEHCC 

Ko 

TSTS? 

Ut'ly 

bArre 

fy/x 
>> 

X3 

U*J6 
OBJECT 

ACTVCLE 

b'Êtfecm 

/ 

bESC0_lPT(O»sl . 

the^cP A Mf. 

pxiMxA , 

LJ=> X/ Pcj, 

?sssasenarr ttwiin *<w 

But» fier 

CUOAJEKST 

COUftA*lT 

3O, ^Où. 3ù,fet,- 

JOfjGb. 

Nier 
PftES 

U B G. 6 

303 Ct, 

EXfCNMTUgSS 

COMMITTW» 

£N6AéjES 

SPEWT 

PAlTES 

)2.272G 

UNU-IQUI/V 

NON- ■ 
UQuilbŒS i 

< 

2035b G 

12,022' 

"1 

“i 



Hll ICM: Phase 1 

CC6T El^eMeMT 

C C 3 s 
6LEMKMT ~r>g CCULT 

PIS.OM- WSVC- 

r)tr?/s^ 
ArNVlEE FlSCAUE 

*£toA^teïc. 

Y ^,c-o 
C4ep 

v/CJTE 0>iTÛOL- Cobfc 

h£>£ t>E CortCoie b£ ceED\-r 

LOCAL RECORD 
RSatiVTCE t>8 CONTRÔLE 

ieeoicE CODE 

303-y 

cooe DE s>e&yjvce 

PAr<ae 

t 

do 

ærs? 

fia '- V 

b<cre 

M. 
^ 4-vX 
-1^' -, 

l^Z 
>/ 

UIKJ6 
OBJECT 

Afmcce 
b'EXecm 

bESC0.lPT\O»J 

-*■ 

■i/ii 

^3LJ ■ 
es. 

BUDGET 

CUftjUEKTT 

CouOA^T 

<3^- 

Cfico,- 

NET 

PQ.EE 

SOI3E 

LtBQE 

£££ 

Ex?«N»rntess 

CoMwnneb 

©v<&Âé,es 

filet A 

L.lev, 

SPEX1T 

PATTES 

Z.L^r 

UNj<-tQm6 

NÔM- 
UqxilbEES 

£gga.- 

^ZT. - 



ICAM:Phase 1 H12 

CCST EUMEWT' 

SUEMeWT t>e CCUT 

KAKIA^H*^ 

CWep 

v/crrc co»Tttou Ccbfc 

crc>e t>e ccm-eoie t>e cfeEorr 

iEBjjicjEi CODE 

? os/ 
cooe DE S»£<2.\J\Ct 

P-IS.OU- "/EA£- 

/?gx/e 

A^NEE FlSCM-e 

LOCAL REGofct> 
REfrlSTRE t>E CC*neOL£ 

PA^e 

Z 

-P^£_ 

RetefcKNCS 

Ko 

- 7^ 

bfcTE 

fy/s Y 

utoe 
oBJecrr 

AGTCCE 

b'EXECTM 

bESCft.lPT»0»sl . 

BUDét<£r 

CUftAEKiT 

COURANT 

//Pm. 

Ilf,ca>- 

MET 
PQEE 

UBfeE 

HPc?z, 

expcMt>rruess 

WP6NSCS 

COMMITTED 

EM<$Âé,es 

SPENT 

PATTES 

J/P,m>,~ 

HP&b- 29-W- 

UMJUQU>û{ 

NÔÎM- I 
UQXUbEESi 

1 

//Pet2>, 



HI 3 ICM:Phase I 

COST E^feMe^T 

0 0 2-5^ 
SLeMEMT T>e CJCUTT 

' MiAÿoA^jeaÇ, 

Ÿ-Ÿ/Z~D 
O+ep 

VCTTE CCMTfiOU ClctoE 

3 v-o 
ccfre t>e cc*rr&oL& t>e ceeorr 

Eee.vncE. CODE 

CCbE DÉ S£GM\CG 

PISCAP. 

/ s'" W c ^ 
A^MEK PtscM-e 

LOCAL. REOOfet» 

RSSilVIBB t>E CONTROLS 

PA<ae 

X 
-£^£. 

M^BRJEMCK 

Ko 

7y 

bAre 

M 

4^*1 

uiKie 
oBsJecrr 

AG^VCLE 
b'ÊXÊCTM 

/ 

bes.C0.lPT\O»vl . 

/lÆ-J 

fcut>i»er 

CUOAiEKlT 

CmdAKr 

?./& ' 
y**.- 
9/to. - 

MET 
PQ.EE 

SOI3E 
L/BSE 

?/?<>. - 

ecpsM^iTuns 

CoMMnrtb 
SN^Âé,es 

fyfc. 
<-7,m- 

spevrr 

PAlTES 

UMLujmb 

NON- 
UQUlbEES 



ICM .-Phase 1 H14 

COST * Kl^fcMeWT 

003.^4- 

6LEMCNTT T>e CCUT CheF 

VOT* ccfjrrttou tobe 

CCfeE PE CC^~TgQL& b£ C£eD\T 

ieCAHCE. dcae '•" 

■ 

■ 3o3é 
cooe DE iseeuvce. 

FISCAL. we^e. 

I9SS/S</ 

M^EE FtSOM-g 

LOCAL REC©kt> 
RBfrlVtRB <06 CONTROLS 

PAr<be 

z 

Ko 

£<;/f . 

bArrç 

iA 
<7 -y/\ 

uuoe 
OBJECT- 

ART\a-£ 
b'ÊtfECTN 

bESCC.lPTVO«sl . 

f^UyC*t-*Z /!£&■ 

BU®>4€T 

CUftÂJEKJiT 

CouRMFr 

tf'É-ùo, — 

- 

LhbbO, 

MET 
FR.EE 

^aS? 
FIBRE 

eXPSNOSTVASS 

t* penses 

CûMMi-Tn=t> 

eA/ËÂéies 

speviT jRNfUQmbj 

FATTEN NOM- 
[uqnubEi^f 

tyloo,- 4^2>, - 

4^ - 

■ «. 

J 

-i 
•I 



ICM: Phase 1 HI 5 

COST sCEMENT 

G o 0.3 Y 

gLEMEHT l>g CeuT 

TISCMT“TÊÂêT 

' 
cn. yê 9 

MNSE FISCALE 

¥-7 /PV, 

O+GF 

VOTE CCNTTCOU Cote 

3 s' £ 
CcfrE t>E correoue. Cfce&n~ 

see.vncj£. CODE 

>,û<rg 

co&e pg sg&ovce 

kOCAL REGOfefe 
RSfrtVHJE tÆ CO^TKÔLI 

PME 

..%£&. 

Ko 

333 S3 

fSt-C-jy- 

bArre 

fy-U 
»? 

[%L 

uwe 
oBJecrr 

AGTCLE 
b'execrM 

bK>CCUP>T\0»vJi 

i\ ÂMc.4, 

fl'Se-) Âi, 
   7  

CUftjftJEMT 

CmRMT 

3Z<&e>,- 

27, ùù, 

27X*ù. 

NET 
F&EÆ 

^ïe UBC.E 

37 SOT, 

7 oc, - 

7 et. 

KPSNwmsfis 

CoMMnrtb 

EN6Aé,eS 

37,2ûL
:

. ■ 

31BQQ, 

T 
SPENT 

FAITES 

13 crû, — 

UNJFIQUI 

NON/ 
UQUlbEES 

ZUJfoô. 

J¥-PèC, 



ICM: Phase 1 H16 

COST eirfcMéwf"' 

6LeMewT t>e cour 

“*KSS3aÇgîfciiC 

Cæp 

N/crre CC^TûOL. CabC 

(£t>e tas ccM~reoc.e c>£ ceecarr 

séà»slcjÊ“Ccae . j 

'‘3.6^ ! 

COOE pg seauxce • 

PISOW- WEA£- 

/ 9 ëz/sV' 

MMES. PlSCAcg 

LOCAL RECO*t> 
R6SilVt«6 t>E COKiTRÛLc 

PA<be 

FteÉ. 

Ko 

333ÏS 

<m* -tf 
je£-n 

bArre 

Üfifoï 

<&**■jj a? 

tyéi 

uwe 
o&aecrr 

AæUCLE 
b'ÊXecm 

bESCQ_lt>TxO»sl . 

J 
^21*/u-g_ JïS. 

lÛ*tA*L; ^ 

BUDGET 

CUftJUEKïT 

CmiWT 

3/o /££,IK 

3/o/U, 

3“/o HL ~ 

NET 
FftEfc 

LlBk& 

3/0, /U, - 

eXP«Nt>ITVjMPSS 

wffiNin 
CowMnrfeû 

EN$*&£S 

3/c, /U. 

3/ojUr 

SPENT 

FAITES 

/<?2,m. 

U*sJFlQui&j 

NôS- • 
UQtUbEES * 

J37,300- 



HI 7 ICM: Phase 1 

COST E^teMEWT 

GO 
T>£ ccuT 

“-wXSo-S^taSL - 

^ ^ert) 

CWeF 

VOTE O>»TûOL_ <Ust>e 

3 
CC&E t>E ComOLE t>e CfcEP\-r 

seivucje. CODE 

^T-os o 
coc>e pg 5ÆO.WC6 

CISOM_ V&V£. 

hi </ 
PISCM-F 

LOCAL 9JECDK& 

nmvnui <06 cc*rmôti 
PA&e 

_rr: 

R6I&KIUINCC 

Ko 

UUL ■fi‘ "JL- 

0C£7V 

bArre 

4/é 

^t/ 

uwe 
oBJecrr 

AQTCLE 

b'ÊXeCTN 
bESCCLlP> T\ D»S1 

Ck^.:~p 

-M. icJhJt 
QnX^-i fLc^. 

BUDGET 

CuftjajEKyr 

CouQA*ir 

2£<^>, 

|i££c 

NET 
PQ.EE 

Soi3f UiBCE 

EXVSN&mttSS 

COMMITTfeb 

eNé,Aé,es 

%éa.— 

2,é>rt. 

SPEWT 

PA I TES 

<P, £ètt — 

UN/L|QUI5 

NÔisi- 
LQUlbEES 



ICM: Phase 1 H18 

cher K^teM sKrr" 

0023^ 

SLeHeKTT T>e COUT 

"WSSSÎteSi,' 

4^ $/>C2<T0 

CWeF 

vcnrK cowritou tœ& 

■ 33 o 

<oc>E t>e courreoie. bE ceeorr 

iebî KJE Coos . “ ' i 

$roj/ i 

cobe pg sÆ&\j\cG | 

FISCAL- WBV£- 

A^^EE FISCALE 

LOCAL RECOSlt» 

RBMVWÊ t>C COfi'TRÔLï 

^AÆ,e 

J&âüL 

Ko 

UUL tr 3 u 

^C/f 
7 ‘Z' 

bAte 

/¥U 

u*oe 
o&Jecrr 

&2T\CLE 
b'ÊXECTM 

Ÿ2SS 

bESCC_lFT‘,0»v4 . 

dMrf 

But>«rr 

CuftJUe^T 

CouftA*ir 

Viiimi^ /::4i, 

— 

2Z&Q,- 

NET 
FftEE 

SoU>£ 
LiBêE 

!&2i 6 ù£>. 

22,(**. 

3L3MK 

CMFKM»mj«its 

MrPSftm 

COMMIUftet 

ENôÂéjS 

SPEKiT j UMUQmbj 

.CAT-^ i NON- 
|jjquîbEES{ 

J?, 

-i 

:• 



H19 ICM: Phase 1 

COST EL„feMe^T 

0023^ 
6LEMeMT TÆ CCU.T 

aç.  

Cwep 

s/OTS dc^TÛDU Cbbe 

37 ^ 
h*>E bE Ce^TgOLE b£ C£JED'~T 

iee.vn ce.'Co&e" 

5^J’ 
cooe DE SêGMVCG 

FISCAL 

i ci gz/b </- 

AN»JEE PlSCArUE 

LOCAL RECORD 
RESilVtRE t>£ CO^*Tî2ÛLE 

PA<ae 

_z: 
-£üsF 

Ko I b Are 

^// 

L 1 y. 
LL, UL\ * ~ 

£ct'~ [■''J- ?V 7 
■>/ 

u*oe 
O&JECX 

AGJvcee 
b'ÊKEcrKi 

bESCQ_lPT\ DM 

ZUZdLrJP ^ 

Bubf,er 

CUIWLEXTT 

CouhA^T 

J?, 6 ce. 

3,ùoe. 

Z-'LùQ. 

MET 
FR.EE 

SOLDé 

LIBCE 

J?, £<90 — 

EXPCNMTUftSS 

CoMwnrtb 

eN^Â^es 

Lct\ — 

SPEV1T 

PA I TES 

U<\K~tQm£> 

NÔsl- 
UQUlbEES 

^éco,' 



ICM: Phase 1 H20 

COST SlfkMBWT 

ÛC'^3'/' 
ÉLÉMENT T>e CCUT 

"Wôîçêix' 

O+ep 

v/OTK Cd^lpaoL. CcoE 

Cc£>£. t)E CaOrreoie. t>e CfcEtnT 

ieà»i<Ji doo&' 

4<SJV‘ 
eot>e pg sÆe.v)\çp 

PISOU_ ^eA£- 

MJMEE FlSCA-US 

LOCAL RECORt> 
RB&im-WE m CC*i*r«ÔLl 

PArtbE 

r 



H21 ICAM;Phase 1 

COST E^tMeMT 

C O A3 / 

ÉLEMeMT TÆ COJCT 

wA»oAé,«e. 

(/ V-AcrO 
CVeF 

N/CTTE COiTttoU Cobt 

Cct>e t>E f-cMteoLe t>e ceeDrr 

SetLOKJb. Uxt 

oooe pg SE<2üVC( 

FI^CAC '/eA£. 

AMkieK FISCAL 

LOCAL RECORD 
RES. I VIRE t>S CCAi“tKOLE 

PA€je 

_ZT 
.£&&£_ 

R6£glUENCe 

Ko bATK 

^4 
■5^» 

3 o 

>^l 

UWË 
oBJecrr 

AOmCLE 
b'ÊtfECTN 

vi ’ 

bESCQ.lP>T\D»si 

o<^' ^ t « f x-< 
Xlot>, - 

Bufc&rr EXpeNtiTuess 

CUftjOJEKiT 

CoufîA^Orr 

4 4 
XLoo, 

NET 
FftEE 

UB£& 

CoMwnrtt. 

leN^Âé,es 

-5 

XU<V, 

\XéoX- 

SPEXIT 

PATTES 

/ 7v> — 

Ur>JI- iQu < 

Nosj- 
UQuibeE 

?p ‘ 



ICM: Phase 1 H22 

COST ElftMEWT 

003,3/ 
gLEMgKTT T>e fniT 

-**5*5**. — 

Y 

O+ep 

Jars, centTOot- cobe 

ccc>e t>e o>maoi& &e cee&rr 

4É30JICJE. Cot* 
■ •...£*• 

• ^ / & 
COt>E DE SBÛJJVC6 

FISCAL VEA£. 

A^EE FlSCAUE 

LOCAL RECORD 
RBSilvœe t>E CONTRÔLÉ 

PAéje 

■fr&£- 

Rgf*EfeSNCS 

Ko 

- 

7 V 
-^7 

bArre 

->W 

UW6 
OBJECT 

AC^CLE 
b'ÊXecm 

bESCQ.1 F T\ 0»sl 

silcê^J ec. 

Busier 

CUftAJEKiT 

CoiOA»hr 

Ytc&>, — 

MET 
PftEE 

LIBG.Ë 

pQg3„ 

B<P®Nt>|TU';& 

COMMITTED 

ENT(&Âé,eS 

spexiT 

PATTES 

S^g~gz> SZ-i'ùù, 

UrJUQu.b 

Nôü- 
UQUfbEES 

PP®.— 

“1 



H23 ICAM:Phase 1 

COST EljKMEWT 

£> 0 ^5 y 

ELe*ae*TT t>e Cour 

  

zicro 

C^ep 

V/OTE ccNTttou CobE 

J Y 3- 
CcbE t)E CcNTepLE b£ C£EP\T 

SECMtcs. CODE 

&.Q7JI 

cot>e DE seo.v»\cp 

PISCJVL. WEAC- 

/9c?34'^ 

AHM^EE FISCALE. 

LOCAL RECORfe 
RBfi» 1*1*6 t»E CONTRÔLE 

PACjE 

-X 

REPRRJENCE 

NO 

LllU 
7V 

b Are 

4-/ 

3 o 

uwe 
OBJECT 

Aim CLE 
b’BCEcm 

bESCQ_lP>T\OosJ . 

Xé/erf' 

&uZj^JP 

lAsU t-da, tj> i (U 

BUDGET 

CUdAJEKiT 

CûUftANT 

S’j&û, - 

?Xn>, - 

5,vT®. - 

NET 
PftEE 

*33? 
LIBÎ2.6 

EXPCNM-m«SS 

COMWITTfeb 

£N($AE)eS 

SPENT 

PATTES 

^.3:2X- 

UNU-IQUII 

NÔtj- 
LQUlbEEl. 

£X<?x- 

/é /7Sy 



ICM: Phase 1 H24 

““COST KU-teMCWf 

bo-53. / 

gLEMCNT TÆ CCUT 

L^cf^lCrO 

VOTE eoïTûou Cotoë 

s H 
teOE t>e correoig t>e CfeECHT 

iea.v coos 

cot>e pg serP.U'iCe I 

PISOM- '•/£*£. 

nfs/s/ 

FlSCArUE 

LOCAL REGokt> 
Revivras t>E cc*rraou£ _zr 

Ko 

qui 

JLL 

bArrg 

M 
Sus—(- 
-^3 0 

UWg 
OBJECT 

^ncLg 
b' EfëCTH 

&ZfS 

bESCQ.lP'noM 

<£\iU\ èj 

Baùêicr 
DCPSM^ITMMS 

M 

CuftÆKST 

COUOA^JT 

/?‘M - 

U&Si- 

/Vf &>, — 

NET 
Fftgg 

uB fee 

ICôMwnrtt 

sN<àÂé,es 

/9-9oâ, 

%%&& 
T 

< 

I 
; 
1 

” - * 

spexiT I lir-juçu'bj 

FAITE? ! NON- 
lUQUlbEES 

i 

V'tJco,- 

l/Vfga, - 

ti rw» 

‘ 

“4“ 



H25 IGM: Phase 1 

CO&T El^feMEMT 

Q02> / 
6LEHeNT T>e- CCUT CWep 

Verre cc*>»TCoi- Cc*>e 

L, f ^ 
CcEE t>E Cg>rrgQL& &E CeEDVT 

iec-vHCE. CODE 

CODE DE 2>sg.vvce 

P|SCA^_ 

FtSCA-UE 

LOCAL RECokt> 
RBSii^twe t>E ce*raous 

PAeie 

ftstHrlUENCS 

Ko 

tfcvC 
7 v 

bArre 

5^/7 

UU6 
OBJECT 

Aft^VCLE 
b'EXecm 

bescc.if»T\o«s4. 

>7
lMt 

IW — — 


